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 FileCloud is free to use, and comes with an easy to install desktop client. Ubuntu bug 1887949 in gnome-disk-utility (Ubuntu)
"gnome-disk-utility use up lot of disk space" [Undecided,New] Odd_Bloke: I just came across that bug.. Doow: I haven't looked

into it yet. :p Odd_Bloke: Is there any hint in the source code what it does with the old (precise) data? Odd_Bloke: i.e. does it
simply erase the old content or does it preserve some of it (or even all of it)? elias_a: I don't know, but I'd expect the latter, as
we have plenty of space. Odd_Bloke: OK. So it is a temp measure, not a permanent change. Odd_Bloke: For anyone that is
interested: in case of emergency one could always use Odd_Bloke: clonezilla would be great, as it can make a copy on an

external disk or partition. Odd_Bloke: And clones can be later imported by to be restored to the primary disk. Odd_Bloke: I
would assume it is somewhat more complicated for Ubuntu, but there are plenty of guides on the web for doing this. elias_a:

There are a couple of issues, firstly: it is fairly difficult to restore multiple disk images from an old version of Ubuntu.
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Secondly, that version is dead; that particular version of the package no longer exists. Odd_Bloke: This is true. However, it does
not seem that way to me if one has read the bug report. Odd_Bloke: The bug report states that the whole disk space is currently

used up and that it is therefore impossible to restore all data. Odd_Bloke: And that it is the intention of the developers to
520fdb1ae7
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